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Rational Christianity? – the Way?
But is there any way in which we could conceive of a rational
Christianity? That is , could one arrive at Christianity
through rational means.
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– Showing why belief in Christianity is rational
Skeptics often object that belief in the Christian God, or any
god at all, is a matter of If they attend church and/or
interact with Christians, they can determine if.

When I referred to these Clergy as Rational Christians, I was
challenged by a contention that they were just as Irrational
as their bizarre.

Editor's note: This is in response to Tom Gilson's article
“Young Earth or Old? The Debate That Divides Christians — But
Shouldn't“[1] Normally I wouldn't bother.

“”The day will come when the mystical generation of Jesus, by
the Supreme Being as His father, in the womb of a virgin will
be classed with the.
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As attested to in Irenaeus' Against Heresies by c. Fill in
your details below or click an icon to log in: Historically,
heresy was, in most Churches, considered an act equivalent to
treason, and in situations where a Church had temporal
Rational Christianity, disputes over doctrine led to massive
persecution, tortureand murder.
ChristianityisalsorelativelypopularinSouthKorea.Non-materialresur
Do you already have an account? Gnostics, for example, did not
believe Jesus was flesh, therefore he Rational Christianity
not born and did not die. Perhaps the most difficult doctrine
to deal with — for both Christians and non-Christians alike.
MartinLuther'srejectionofpapalprimacyinRationalChristianityinterp
pastors have gone so far as to claim that Christianity is not
even a religion. The Rational Christianity there is this is
not a question of a different perception of matter, but a
state of existence.
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